walking stick
joinery
How to create a
strong joint between your cane
topper and bamboo stick

Thread All and All Thread
Hanger Bolt with Nut
Double Wood-Screw Hanger Bolt
Short Fluted Dowel
Long Hardwood Dowel Joint
Carved Basswood Plug Joint
Supplies:
carved cane topper
6' tall bamboo cane
6” dried tree sapling
4”x 16 - 18" hardwood dowel
1/4” x 3” hanger bolts
3/8” x 2” hardwood fluted dowels
wood glue, epoxy glue, or Gorilla glue
1/4" drill bit - electric drill
v-gouge
green painter's tape or masking tape
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harvesting and drying your bamboo
Bamboo is extremely strong, readily available in very long
lengths, light weight when in use, and very inexpensive,
making it an excellent choice for walking sticks and canes.
If you have a stand of bamboo in your backyard, cut a few
pieces of bamboo in late fall and trim the side branches to 1
1/2'.
The canes should be least three years old. Younger canes
have not fully developed and will be soft or pithy even after
drying.
Store the canes inside your shed or under an overhang in an
upright position. Bamboo should be allowed to air dry for six
to eight weeks. For most walking sticks this means that the
bamboo that you cut this autumn will be ready for your cane
topper carving by New Years Day.
Bamboo is used upside down with the bottom end of the
bamboo becoming the top edge of the staff, t he narrow new
growth end becomes the bottom point of the stick.
I chose a cane that has its largest node slightly smaller than
the base of my cane topper, about 1 - 1 1/2” thick. I cut the
narrow (top) end of the cane one full node length longer than
the length of my final stick; that gives some extra working
length and allows me to cut each finished stick to match the
user’s height.
Pre-cut , pre-dries lengths of bamboo are readily available at
most large nurseries or garden shop, large hardware stores,
and through online fencing companies.

outside vs. inside drying
Whenever possible avoid drying your sticks or bamboo
cuttings inside of your home or work shop. Even the
healthiest sapling can carry insect eggs and infestations that
you do not want inside of your home.
Since many sticks are harvests in the cool temperatures of
autumn you may see no visual signs of insects. Because the
temperatures in your home, basement, and work shop are
probably higher than the outdoor temperatures, the heat can
cause egg clusters to hatch.

learn more at LSIrish.com
Harvesting Your Walking Sticks
Common Tree Species for Walking Sticks

harvesting and drying tree saplings
Autumn is my favorite time to harvest the year’s crop of
walking stick wood. The leaves are changing and beginning
to fall, which makes finding and identifying the different tree
species easier. The sap in the trunks has begun to drop so
the drying time is less than it would be for a spring-cut
sapling. But you can harvest at any time during the year,
especially if you have downed trees because of storm
damage or are doing yard work and pruning.
Let’s look at a few ideas on how to harvest, store, and dry
your walking stick wood.
Harvesting from your landscaped yard:

and a happy, satisfied land owner will let you harvest year
after year.
4. Always let someone know where you will be harvesting.
Map out the territory and give a time estimate of when you
will be returning home. Take your cell phone with you.
Accidents can happen, so be prepared!
5. Take a small camp shovel with you to dig out the root
systems for briar roses, sassafras, and dogwoods. The
bulbous root nodes make wonderful stick handles.
Remember to back fill in any hole that you dig.
6. Take along a folding camp saw for branch harvesting.
They are lighter weight to carry than large pruners. Small
hand clippers and a good pocket knife are excellent for
cleaning the side branches from the main walking stick. Light
weight nylon cord can be used to bundle your sticks and to
make a carrying handle to get your harvest back to your car.

1. If you have a landscaped yard you may have several tree
and shrub species that will work wonderfully for walking
sticks and canes. Maple, oak, and elm are common
landscaping trees which can provide long, straight branches.
Winged Euonymus (Burning Bush), Rhododendron, Crepe
Myrtle, and Bamboo are common yard cultivars that provide
7. Know the sport hunting laws and time tables for your
great stick material.
region. I never stick cutting after Nov. 1st. In my area that
is deer hunting season, which includes bow, black powder,
2. If you are taking prunings, learn how to properly cut the
and shot-gun. September through the end of October is when
branch and seal the wound to prevent damage and disease
I harvest my walking sticks.
to your trees.
3. Storm damage can provide a vast amount of walking stick
material but please be careful of downed electric wires
before cutting any branches.

storage and drying:

4. Your local county may have an area set aside for dumping
landscaping trimmings at your local landfill. Often you can 1. Storage and drying tends to be an area where every
find great branches that have been discarded by other walking stick carver has their own personal techniques. If
you belong to a carving club or have access to online
homeowners that are free for the taking.
message boards for your region, take time to ask your local
carvers what works best for them. They know your climate
Harvesting in the wild:
and your tree species, so their advice is well worth
1. Before you begin harvesting along any roadside, open discovering.
field, or wooded lot get the permission of the land owner
before you enter their property. Even though the tree 2. As a general rule of thumb, fresh-cut wood is dried for one
saplings that you want to harvest are on the roadside of a year for each inch of thickness. This means that a four-inch
fence line, the land owner’s property rights go to the center slab of new cut wood will take about four years to properly
line of the road in most jurisdictions. You can avoid a lot of dry for wood working. But since we are working with cut
problems by simply asking permission before you cut.
branches that are usually 2″ or less in diameter, most cut
sticks only need about six weeks before they are ready for
2. When you speak with the land owner tell them what you use. Walking stick saplings cut in the early fall are well ready
intend to do with the sticks, how many you hope to harvest, to work by the beginning of the new year.
and what particular types of trees you want to harvest. I ask
the owner for suggestions as to where I might cut on his land 3. I bundle my sticks in groups of ten to twelve using 1/4″
and which areas they want me to avoid. Some property nylon rope. The rope is looped around the wide end – root
owners will allow you to cut specific species but want to end – of the stick, with the rope ends tied into a hanging loop.
protect others from harvest – they may allow you to cut oak, The group is then hung from the rafters of an unheated shed
maple, and black locust but not want you to cut any sassafras or under the outside roof overhang of the shed. I allow about
or dogwood.
6 to 8 inches of space between groups for air circulation.
This keeps the sticks out of direct sunlight and rain.
3. If it is someone’s lot where you have not cut before you
might want to take along a finished stick as a gift to the
owner. A stick in hand is worth 25 or more small saplings

general steps to preparing your topper and stick

Before you begin carving your basswood blank,
mark the center points on the bottom of the wood
rectangle. Place the basswood, bottom up, into
your vice. Using a dowel jig, drill the rod hole into
the block. Rock the drill slightly to widen the drilled
hole. This gives a small amount of room between
the walls of the hole and the threaded rod to allow
air to escape.
Repeat this step to drill the hole into the top of the
stick.
Work the carving, painting, and finishing steps of
your cane topper.
Mix two-part epoxy. Using a bamboo skewer,
spread an even layer along the walls of the hole
in the stick. Insert the threaded rod into the hole.
Wipe any excess glue from the wood areas of the
stick.
Mix two-part epoxy. Using a bamboo skewer,
spread an even layer along the walls of the hole
in your cane topper. Drop the topper onto the
exposed threaded rod in the stick. Push the
topper into position firmly.
Use masking tape or painter’s tape to secure the
two areas - the topper and the stick. Allow to
dry overnight. Add a wrap to hide the joint.

gluing the joint

1. Be careful when working with bamboo that you have
harvested. Over the drying time it can develop several
types of fungus, black mold, and become invested with
insects. If the cane is completely black or completely
white with mold dispose of it. A small amount of
discoloration is normal.

7. Dry test your dowel into the cane topper, mark a pencil
line on the dowel at the base of the topper. Remove the
dowel and cut two v-gouge lines on either side of the
dowel that will go inside of the topper. This v-gouge line,
just as the drilled side hole in the bamboo, allows air and
excess glue to escape when the dowel is set.

2. Wash the cane with a dish washing detergent
solution, rinse, and dry with a cloth. For moderately
discolored cane lightly scrub with a steel wool pad.

8. Add glue inside of the dowel hole in the topper. I use
a bamboo kitchen screwier for this job. For this cane I
chose wood glue but you may also use epoxy or gorilla
glue by following the directions of the label. Insert the
dowel into the topper, wipe away any excess glue at the
base with a damp cloth.

3. Measure 1/2" above the largest node - joint space of your cane and cut along that line to trim the excess
cane. Hold the cane upside down on a piece of coarse
sand paper and sand the cut line smooth.
4. Drill a 1/4"hole into the node space.
5. Drill a 1/4" hole into the bottom of the cane topper.
Drill as deeply as your drill bit will allow. I rock my drill
bit after I have made the first cuts to widen the hole
slightly. This allows space inside the cane topper for
both the hardwood dowel and the glue.
6. The spaces between the bamboo nodes are hollow
air spaces. To allow the air to escape as I add the glue
and the hardwood dowel I drill a small 1/8" hole into the
side of the bamboo cane just under the side branch
node. As you add glue and insert the dowel this holes
lets any trapped air out of the node space.

9. The node space for my bamboo stick is about 12" long.
If I just add glue at the top node the remainder of the
dowel will be suspended unattached in that air space. To
secure the bottom section of the cane dowel I fill the node
space with enough glue to cover at least the lower 1"
length of the dowel. When the glue dries the bottom point
of the dowel will be secure.
10. Using masking tape or painters tape clamp the cane
topper tightly to the bamboo stick. Allow the glue to dry
thoroughly, at least 24 hours.
11. After the glue is set remove the tape clamp and your
walking stick is ready to paint.

supplies

Anchor bolts
Hanger bolts
Machine-threaded hanger bolts
fluted dowel pins
dowel rods
thread-all threaded rod for construction anchoring
all-thread threaded rod for lamp wiring
drill and drill bits
vice or table clamps
masking or painters tape

easy clamping
Making tape, fiber packing tape, and painters tape can be used as gluing
clamps to secure the cane topper to the stick.
After the joint has been created, the dowel or anchor bolt inserted, and
the glue applied, cut several extra long lengths of tape. Attach the top
edge of the tape strips above the glue joint on the topper. Wrap one
piece of tape to cover and secure the top edge of these stripes.
Cut a long piece of tape and wrap horizontally once around the stick,
below the glue joint. Working one vertical strip at a time, pull the vertical
strip down along the side of the cane and secure it by wrapping the lower
horizontal strip over it. Repeat of each vertical strip.
Allow your cane to dry overnight, then remove the tape.

1 long threaded-rod joint

1 Long threaded-rod joint
There are many ways to attach your cane topper to your stick, but the
threaded-rod gives you the strongest, and most durable joint. Threadedrod comes in two styles - solid and hollow.
Solid threaded-rod is called All Thread and used as a continuous
threaded anchor rod in general construction projects. It comes in 12”
to 36” lengths. For canes and walking sticks I use ¼” to 3/8” diameter
All Thread, cut into 5” to 7” lengths depending on the height of the topper.
Thread-All, also called Threaded Pipe, is also a continuous threaded
rod that has a hollow cord. It is used in lamp wiring where the electrical
wire can be inserted into the hollow core to hide the cord from view.
This style is available in short, per-cut lengths or in 36” lengths. It can
easily be cut using a hack saw.
Chose a drill bit the same size as the width - diameter - of your rod, and
one that is at least one-half the length of the rod. Because you are
working with a metal rod, use two-part epoxy as your glue.

Advantages Since All Thread is readily available in 36” lengths, you can create
extra-long anchoring rods for 6” or higher cane toppers and for bamboo
sticks where you want the anchoring rod to breach more than one node.
Disadvantages Solid All Thread does add weight to your walking stick. Although it
seems a minor amount of added weight, it can make the difference
between a comfortable stick when in use and one that feels a touch too
heavy.
Uses This particular rod joint is wonderful for canes, where the hand rests or
holds the cane by the carved topper.

2 wood-screw threaded hanger bolt

2 Wood-screw threaded hanger bolt
This double-ended wood-screw hanger bolt can be used to join your
cane topper and stick without glue, making the topper detachable.
Because this particular hanger bolt is fairly short, the joint is not as
strong as a threaded-rod or long-dowel joint. Use it for long walking
sticks, where the hand grip is below the topper and stick joint.
Mark the center point of the top of your stick and the bottom of your
topper with a pencil.
Chose a drill bit the same size or one size smaller than the width of
your hanger bolt. Drill a hole into both the topper and the stick, slightly
longer than one-half the length of the bolt - half of the bolt is go into
the topper and half into the stick.
Using pliers, grip the hanger bolt in the top section of wood-screw
threads. Screw the bottom portion of the bolt into the stick until only
the top threaded area is above the stick.
Grip the bolt as closely as possible to the stick with your pliers.
Holding the bolt in place, hand screw the topper onto the hanger bolt.
When the topper touches the pliers, remove the pliers and continue
screwing the topper onto the stick until the two touch.
If you chose to add glue to this joint bolt, use two-part epoxy.

Advantages You do not need a drill, drill bit, or dowel centering jig to use a
double-threaded wood-screw hanger bolt. You can use a small or
medium sized round gouge, up-ended, to create your guide hole in
both the topper and stick. Chose a gouge slightly smaller than the
diameter of your hanger bolt.
Disadvantages Double-threaded hanger bolts are fairly short in length. You may
only have an 1 1/2” to 2” of bolt inside each piece of your cane.
Under stress this type of joinery can break through the sides of the
cane or topper.
Uses The double-threaded hanger bolt, in longer lengths, is perfect for
either canes where the hand grip is on the topper or for walking
sticks where the grip is on the stick. Short-length double-threaded
hanger bolts should be used for walking sticks only.

3 machine threaded hanger bolt with nut

3 Machine threaded hanger bolt with nut
This hanger bolt has one side machine-threaded to receive a nut and
the other side threaded as a wood screw to bite into the wood.
Because you are working with a metal rod, use two-part epoxy as
your glue.
Drill a hole into both the cane topper and the cane stick the size of
your hanger bolt. Thread the nut onto the machine screw. Place the
machine screw end into your cane topper and mark where the outside
edge of the nut falls on the bottom of your topper. With your bench
knife and chisels, cut the bottom of the topper to fully receive the nut.
Remove the nut from the machine side of the hanger bolt. Use
quick-set epoxy to set the nut into the bottom of the cane topper.
Avoid getting any epoxy into the nut threads. Allow the epoxy to dry
completely.
Mix a small amount of epoxy. Using a bamboo skewer, apply a thin
layer of epoxy glue to the joinery hole in the cane stick. Insert the
wood-thread screw section of the hanger bolt into the cane stick, until
only the machine-threaded area shows above the stick. Allow the
epoxy to dry completely.
To make the insertion of the wood-thread section of the bolt easier,
screw the nut onto the machine-thread section. Grip the nut in your
pliers and use the pliers to screw the wood-thread section into place.
Once the bolt is set, remove the nut immediately and allow the epoxy
to dry.
The cane topper can be screwed onto the cane stick by threading the
machine-thread area of the hanger into the glued nut in the topper.
Advantages It does have the great advantage that the cane topper can be removed
from the walking stick without damaging either portion. Since only
the nut of the hanger bolt is glued into the topper, you can exchange
toppers for a favorite stick or preserve your cane topper carving is the
stick is damaged.
Disadvantages This hanger bolt hardware uses only 1/2” of bolt inside of the cane
topper, and 1 1/2” of bolt inside the cane stick. Because the bolt is
short, this particular joinery is not very strong and should be used only
on tall walking sticks where the hand grip is below the cane topper
portion of the stick.
Uses I suggest this particular joinery for decorative canes or extra-long
walking sticks. It does not have the strength to be used in a cane
where the grip is on the topper.
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4 Hardwood dowel rods
Hardwood dowels are readily available at both craft stores and your
local hardware store. They come in 36” lengths and vary in diameter.
I prefer, whenever possible, to use a 3/8” diameter dowel.
Dowels can be cut in any length, so they are perfect for use with any
sized cane topper. Drill a hole into both your cane topper and stick
that is slightly - 1/16” - larger than the diameter of your dowel. This
allows room for the glue and room for the air in the hole to escape
when the dowel is inserted.
Use wood glue with hardwood dowels. The water in the wood glue
will be penetrate the dowel, causing it to swell slightly and create a
tighter joint between the dowel and the stick.

Advantages Hardwood dowel are extremely strong, yet allow for a small amount
of ‘give’ under stress. This means that your joinery will hold up under
hard use without breaking.
Dowel rods are easy to cut with your bench knife, so no woodworking
tools are needed beyond your normal carving kit tools.
Disadvantages Wood-glued hardwood dowels create a permanent joint. If you want
to retrieve your topper at a later date you will need to use a saw to
remove the topper from the stick and then drill out the dowel from the
topper.
Uses A long hardwood dowel joint can be used for any walking stick or
cane.

fluted dowel pins

5 Fluted dowel pins
Fluted dowel pins can be purchased at your local hardware store, and
come in a variety of diameters and lengths. Usually they are sold in
packets of twelve.
Drill or carve your holes slightly larger, about 1/16”, than the diameter
of your dowel pins. Use wood glue to set the dowel pins.
Dowel pins are created by compressing the wood into the dowel pin
shape. When the pin is saturated with wood glue it swells, forcing an
extremely tight joint between the sides of the pin and the stick.
The fluted ribs and the rounded ends of a dowel pin allow air to escape
from the joinery holes as well as giving more surface space for gluing.

Advantages Dowel pins are extremely easy to use in your walking sticks and canes.
Most dowel pins are short enough that you can cut the joinery hole using
a round gouge. Even though dowel pins are short in length they create
a very durable, strong joint, even under stress.
Disadvantages Most fluted dowel pins come in very short lengths of 3” or less. They
will not create a strong joint for very tall cane toppers, 6” or higher.
For extra tall toppers, create your own fluted dowel pins by cutting
several v-troughs in a hardwood dowel using your v-gouge or u-gouge.
By cutting your own fluting you have both the advantages of the
hardwood dowel and the air passages and added surface area of a
fluted dowel.
Uses Short fluted dowels are excellent for smaller toppers on long walking
sticks. Hand-made hardwood fluted dowels can be used on any walking
stick or cane.

topper plug and hanger bolt
6 Topper plug and anchor bolt
The more surface area you have for gluing the stronger your joint will be.
One way to increase surface area is to cut the bottom 1” or more of your
cane topper into a plug that can be inserted into a carved hole in the top
of the stick.
When planning your plug, try to allow 1/4” of wood along the outer edge
of the stick hole. The longer the plug, the stronger your joint.
After the plug has been carved into the topper and the plug hole cut into
the stick, you can use a double-threaded wood-screw hanger bolt or a
machine-threaded hanger bolt and nut as a central anchor rod.
Advantages Cutting a plug at the bottom of your topper lets you bring portions of the
topper down and over the stick area. Your beard and mustache can
extend beyond the plug area so that they flow into the stick. A plug joint
is extremely strong.

Disadvantages Cutting a plug joint does add planning and
cutting time to the creation of your cane.
So allow a couple of extra hours for
whittling and fitting this joint.
Uses A plug joint is particularly good for joinery
with a bamboo stick. The plug can be cut
to exactly fit the open center of the
bamboo and cut to the length to touch the
closing of the bamboo at the top node.
The bamboo sample, shown right, uses a
hardwood dowel as the anchor for a plug
joint.

adding strength at the node point

Cutting a basswood plug that fits inside the upper node adds strength
to your glue joint. The length between the top and second node of this
bamboo cane is extra long. To give extra strength to the bamboo dowel
you can add a wood plug at the top of the node.
1. Cut a 3/4" x 3/4" x 2" strip of basswood for your dowel plug.
2. Drill a hole for your dowel through the length of the basswood section.
3. Drilled a hole into the joint section of the top node.
4. Remove the wood fibers in that area, opening the node. My large
round gouge worked very well to clear the wood back to the side walls
of the node area.
5. Carve the basswood block to fit snuggly inside of the bamboo node
opening. I left a small area of my plug un-carved. This gave me an
area of wood that I could hold as I dry fit tested the plug.
6. Apply wood glue to the outside of the plug then insert the plug into
the mode opening. Press into place firmly.
7. Allow the glue to dry well, at least for several hours to over night.
8. Using a saw or your carving chisel remove the square area of the
plug that extends above the bamboo cane.
9. Drill the hole into the base of the topper, about 3” deep.
10. Cut a v-gouge air trough along the length of the dowel.
11. Apply wood glue to the dowel and insert into the bottom of your
cane topper.
12. Apply wood glue to the dowel and insert into the plug hole in your
bamboo cane. Clamp with tape and allow the glue to set up over night.
This painted cane topper needed
a large amount of trimming to fit
the bamboo stick, giving the bottom
to the topper a distressed look.
To carry that effect into the upper
sections of the cane I used 220
grit sand paper and a sanding
block to remove some coloring
along the high areas of the carving.
After the cane topper was antiqued
the finished walking stick has a
vintage look.

simple twine, leather, or paracord joint wrap

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Using 1/4”thick craft twine untwist
the first two inches to avoid a thick
area in the top wrapping. Lay that
opened end of the twine on a
diagonal, facing downward, where
you want the top edge of the wrap
on your stick.

Hold the open end and begin rolling
the stick to create three to five nice
tight coils working each coil over the
untwisted end. Cut any excess
untwisted end with a bench knife.

Since the staff is bamboo the
wrapping will have a gap where it
jumps under the node branch cuts.

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Continue wrapping for whatever
length of wrap you desire. A 3"
wrap will strengthen the glue joint,
a 5" wrap is large enough to
become a full hand grip for a
medium sized hand, with a 7"
wrap for a large hand.

When you reach your desired
length cut the twine about 12"
from the last coil. Loosen the
bottom three coils of the wrap and
thread the end of the twine under
these coils.

Use a bench knife to cut the
excess end twine by slicing
between the coils.

This wrap uses about 2 yards of
twine and is not glued to the stick.
If you ever need some quick rope
on a hike you can tease one end out
of the wrap and have the 2 yards
available for use.

Tighten the loose coils. A strong
pull of the end sets the end of the
twine under the last three coils.

